where x is an n-vector, arise in data tting, etc., and has a discontinuous gradient. In other problems, piecewise linear or piecewise quadratic approximations are used, and the gradient or the Hessian matrix are discontinuous. In fact, in some problems, even the objective function can be discontinuous.
Much thought has been given to nondi erentiability in algorithms to nd local optima, and various techniques have been developed for local optimization. Some of these techniques can be used directly in interval global optimization algorithms. However, the power of interval arithmetic to bound the range of a pointvalued function, even if that function is discontinuous, can be used to design e ective algorithms for non-di erentiable or discontinuous problems whose structure is virtually identical to that of algorithms for di erentiable or continuous problems.
Posing as continuous problems. A special method for minimax problems.
In 3], a special interval algorithm for Problem 2 is presented.
Treating as continuous problems.
Due to inclusion properties of interval arithmetic, interval algorithms based on a particular degree of smoothness can be e ective, essentially unchanged when less smoothness is present. In particular,
If the objective function is discontinuous, algorithms designed for continuous objective functions can be used e ectively. If the function is non-smooth (that is, if the gradient has discontinuities), then algorithms based on second-order information can often be used e ectively.
le T  T  T  T  T  T  T  T  T  T  T  T  T  T  T  T  T (1) = 0:996; 1:1]. If this interval Newton method is iterated, then on iteration 3, existence of a root within x (3) was proven, since x (3) int(x (2) ), where int(x (2) ) is the interior of x (2) . For details, see 2, pp. 224{225].
